What are the relations between linguistic encoding and gestural representations of events during online speaking? The few studies that have been conducted on this topic have yielded somewhat incompatible results with regard to whether and how gestural representations of events change with differences in the preferred semantic and syntactic encoding possibilities of languages. Here we provide large scale semantic, syntactic and temporal analyses of speech-gesture pairs that depict 10 different motion events from 20 Turkish and 20 English speakers. We find that the gestural representations of the same events differ across languages when they are encoded by different syntactic frames (i.e., verb-framed or satellite-framed). However, where there are similarities across languages, such as omission of a certain element of the event in the linguistic encoding, gestural representations also look similar and omit the same content. The results are discussed in terms of what gestures reveal about the influence of language specific encoding on online thinking patterns and the underlying interactions between speech and gesture during the speaking process.
Introduction
When we talk about events that we have observed, we segment our continuous perception into units that are verbalizable. All languages of the world (spoken or signed) have such properties, that is, lexical elements that segment aspects of an event and sequence them in a hierarchical fashion following certain linguistic constraints. For example, to talk about someone running across the street, one has to use separate lexical items to express the figure, manner and path of motion as well as the ground on which the motion takes place, as in the sentence "the man ran across the street".
However, languages differ with regard to which semantic elements comprising the events are readily encoded and lexicalized. For example, while German and Dutch verbs of placing readily encode the position of the object placed in the semantics of the verb (e.g., Dutch: leggen for horizontal placement versus zetten for vertical placement) (Lemmens, 2002) , English does not have separate verbs that encode such distinctions, even though they could be paraphrased in several ways when necessary (i.e., put the book on the shelf in a vertical position) (also see Levinson & Meira, 2003 , for an overview of such differences across many languages).
Another variation in event descriptions across languages concerns the way semantic elements of an event are mapped onto syntactic structures (e.g., Slobin, 1987; Talmy, 1985) . For example, different languages can be classified as either "satellite-framed" or "verb-framed" depending on how path and manner components of a motion event are typically lexicalized (Talmy, 1985) . Speakers of satellite-framed languages such as English express the path in a so-called satellite, like up, and manner in the main verb, as shown in (1). However, in verb-framed languages such as Turkish, Spanish etc., path information is expressed in the main verb and manner information outside of it. In Romance languages like Spanish, manner is frequently expressed in the form of an adverbial gerund (2) (Slobin, 1996) . In other verb-framed languages such as Turkish or Japanese, manner is expressed typically in the verb of the subordinate clause rather than as an adverbial gerund, as in the Turkish sentence in (3) (Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek & Kita, 1999) .
(1) The ball rolled down the hill (2) Sale volando Exit fly-Gerund He/she/it exits flying
(3) Top zıplay-arak tepe-den aşağı in-di. ball jump-Connective hill-Ablative downness descend-Past 'The ball descended the hill while jumping. '
What about co-speech gestures that we use as we talk about such elements of events? Co-speech gestures are spontaneous and frequent accompaniments to speech and the expressions in the two modalities have been found to be tightly integrated pragmatically, semantically, and temporally (Clark, 1996; Goldin-Meadow, 2004; Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1985 McNeill, , 1992 . A subset of co-speech gestures that are frequently used in event descriptions are called iconic gestures (McNeill, 1992) which convey meaning by their "iconic" resemblance to the different aspects of the events they depict (e.g., wiggling fingers crossing space to represent someone walking).
The question we address in the present study is whether iconic gestures are influenced by the semantic and syntactic encoding of aspects of events during online speaking and how such influence is realized. Iconic gestures are very appropriate to investigate such a question since in their representations they involve semantic elements of event components such as figure, ground, manner and path that are also encoded by languages in different ways. Thus they allow to investigate the question of whether co-speech gestures represent elements of the events as imagined (i.e., with no influence from linguistic representations of events) or are shaped by the way event components are represented by the syntactic and semantic structures of different languages. Recent research has provided evidence for the latter claim (Kita, 2000; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; McNeill, 2000; McNeill & Duncan, 2000; Müller, 1998) showing that gestures of the same events differ across speakers of typologically different languages. These findings are compatible with the view that in utterance generation there is interaction between linguistic and gestural/imagistic representations of events (e.g., Interface Hypothesis: Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Growth Point theory: McNeill & Duncan, 2000) However, in the literature, the type of semantic coordination between gestural and linguistic representations have been depicted in different ways. For example, McNeill and Duncan compared English and Spanish speakers' depictions of motion events in narrations of a Sylvester and Tweety cartoon, "Canary Row" (McNeill, 2000; McNeill & Duncan, 2000) . They found that Spanish speakers are more likely to omit manner in their spoken utterances about a motion event that includes manner -possibly due to the fact that manner is not encoded in the main verb and that manner verbs are not very rich in Spanish (Slobin, 1996) . In such cases, Spanish speakers have been found to express manner in a compensatory way in their gesture and distribute the gesture over many path phrases in speech (i.e., "manner fog"), as illustrated by individual examples. In contrast, English speakers are more likely to express manner together with path in their speech. Their gestures have been found to either express both manner and path or downplay the manner and show only path in certain discourse contexts-i.e., when manner is not the new or focus of information. Thus there is evidence that gestural representations of events compensate for those expressed in speech and provide extra information in languages where speakers are more likely to omit certain elements than other languages (i.e., Spanish versus English).
However, Kita and Özyürek (Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek & Kita, 1999 ) have shown other types of semantic coordination between gestural and linguistic representations of events. They compared how Japanese, Turkish, and English speakers verbally and gesturally express motion events with data taken from the narrations of the above-mentioned animated cartoon. In their studies two analyses were carried out. The first analysis concerned an event in which a protagonist swung on a rope like Tarzan from one building to another. In Turkish and Japanese, there is no readily accessible expression that semantically encodes agentive change of location of the protagonist with an arc trajectory. Whereas in English, this aspect of the event can be easily encoded with the verb to swing. Thus it was found that all English speakers used the verb swing, which encodes the arc shape of the trajectory. On the other hand, Japanese and Turkish speakers used verbs which do not encode the arc trajectory (e.g., Turkish: gidiyor (goes)). Paralleling these distinctions in semantic encoding, it was found that Japanese and Turkish speakers were more likely to produce a straight gesture, which does not encode the arc trajectory, than English speakers and English speakers produced only gestures with an arc trajectory.
Their second analysis concerned how speech and gesture express the manner and path of an event in which the protagonist rolled down a hill. It was found that verbal descriptions differed cross-linguistically in terms of how manner and path information is lexicalized along the lines discussed by Talmy (1985) . English speakers typically used a manner verb and a path particle or preposition (e.g., he rolled down the hill) to express the two pieces information within one clause. In contrast, Japanese and Turkish speakers separated manner and path expressions over two clauses with path in the main clause and manner in the subordinated clause (e.g., he descended as he rolled). Given the assumption that a clause approximates a unit of processing in speech production (e.g., Garrett, 1982; Levelt, 1989) , presumably English speakers were likely to process both manner and path within a single processing unit, whereas Japanese and Turkish speakers were likely to need two processing units. Consequently, Japanese and Turkish speakers should be more likely than English speakers to separate the components of manner and path in preparation for speaking so that the two pieces of information could be dealt with in turn, as compared to English speakers. The gesture data confirmed this prediction. In depicting how an animated figure rolled down a hill after having swallowed a bowling ball, Japanese and Turkish speakers were more likely to use separate gestures, one for manner and one for path, and English speakers were indeed more likely to use just one gesture to express both. It was concluded from these two sets of findings that gestures encode those aspects that fit conceptualization of the event for the purposes of speaking in a particular language, rather than compensate for aspects of representations that are hard to encode linguistically or omitted for discourse purposes. 1 However, the few studies conducted on this topic have certain limitations. Some were based on individual examples of speech and gesture pairs without providing quantitative distribution from a variety of speakers of each language (McNeill & Duncan, 2000) . Others were conducted on only a few motion event types and without taking the tight temporal synchrony between speech and gestures into account (Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek & Kita, 1999) . In addition, the possibility could not be ruled out that the gestural differences across languages could be due to other factors (e.g., cultural differences in patterns of movement, preference for certain perspectives in depicting events, etc.) than differences in the syntactic or lexical semantic encoding of the events per se.
In the present study, we try to overcome the limitations of previous studies by investigating speech and gesture relations in 10 different motion event descriptions from 20 English and 20 Turkish speakers. In our analyses we compare different types of linguistic framing of events and the co-occurring gestures. First, we investigate the nature of gestural representations when speakers encode one element of the event and omit the other in their speech to see whether gestures co-occurring with these utterances compensate for the omitted information or not. Secondly, we compare gestural representations when speakers express both manner and path in their speech but differ in the way this information is encoded syntactically, that is, in one verbal clause (satellite-frame, in English) or two verbal clauses (verb-frame, in Turkish) across languages. Finally, we also analyze to what extent the expressions of manner and/or path information in gestures synchronize in time with expressions of manner and path information in speech and whether languages differ in this respect or not.
According to Interface Hypothesis of speech and gesture production (Kita & Özyürek, 2003) , there is interaction between linguistic and gestural/imagistic representations of events during speaking. That is, gestures do not merely encode imagistic representations of the event but those aspects that fit conceptualization of the event for the purposes of speaking. Gestures are shaped by the linguistic encoding choices and representations during speaking. Thus according to this hypothesis, when speakers omit one of the event components in their speech, then we expect them to omit that component in their gestures as well, regardless of the language spoken. However, in cases where speakers of languages express both event components but use different syntactic frames to do so, then we expect their gestures to also differ in order to fit the conceptualization of the event for speaking. If these predictions hold, then we argue gestures to be revealing thinking-for-speaking (Slobin, 1987 (Slobin, , 1996 patterns, that is, language specific conceptualization and thinking patterns tuned and adopted for linguistic encoding choices rather than merely the spatial imagery of the event.
Method

Participants
Participants in the study were 20 monolingual Turkish and 20 monolingual English speakers. All were adults ranging in age from about 18 to 40 and were university students in either Istanbul (Turkish) or Boston (English).
Materials
Data were collected by elicitation, using a set of ten video clips depicting motion events involving simultaneous manner and path (Özyürek, Kita, & Allen, 2001 ). Five manners and three paths were depicted, yielding the following combinations: jump+ascend, jump+descend, jump+go.around, roll+ascend, roll+descend, rotate+ascend, rotate+descend, spin+ascend, spin+descend, and tumble+descend. The manner jump involves an object moving vertically up and down (moving along a flat or inclined surface), roll involves an object turning on its horizontal axis (moving along an inclined surface), rotate and tumble both involve an object turning on its horizontal axis (moving vertically through the air), and spin involves an object turning on its vertical axis (moving along an inclined surface).
Each video clip was between 6 and 15 seconds in duration, and had three salient components: an entry event, a target motion event, and a closing event. All clips involved a round red smiling character and a triangular-shaped green frowning character, moving in a simple landscape. We refer to them here as Tomato Man and Green Man. As an example, the roll+descend clip goes as follows. The initial landscape on the screen is a large hill ending in a tree; Tomato Man is located at the top of the hill. Green Man enters the scene from the right and bumps into Tomato Man [entry event], then Tomato Man rolls down the hill [target motion event], and finally hits the tree [closing event], as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a quiet space at their university. All interactions were videotaped for later coding and analysis. During the warmup phase, the experimenter showed participants a typical scene from a clip and introduced them to the characters and the landscape. She then gave them two practice rounds with clips involving motion events like those in the test clips and asked them to tell what happened in the clip to a listener who purportedly had not seen it.
In the testing phase, the experimenter presented the ten test clips for the participant to narrate, following the same format as in the warm-up phase. If participants did not mention the target event in their narration, either the experimenter or the listener encouraged them to do so with a question that did not focus explicitly on either manner or path. 
Speech Transcription
All speech relevant to the target motion events was transcribed by native speakers of the relevant language into MediaTagger, a video-based computer program (Brugman & Kita, 1995) . Note that we did not transcribe any speech that described exclusively the entry event, the closing event, or the setting of the scene. The relevant speech for each participant was segmented into "sentences, " which we define here as a matrix clause plus its subordinates, if any. Examples are shown in (4 and 5), with sentence segmentations indicated by square brackets. Two matrix clauses separated by a coordinating conjunction (i.e., and, but, and or for English, and ve, sonra for Turkish) were as considered as two sentences. Many participants used more than one sentence to describe a given target motion event. We refer to the full set of sentences that describe a particular target motion event as a "target-event description. "
The description for the rotate+descend clip given in (5) illustrates this process. The speaker uttered everything in (5) as his description of the clip. Only the portion describing the target motion event of the Tomato Man rotating down into the water (i.e., the target-event description) was transcribed into MediaTagger, as indicated in (5) by curly brackets. The target-event description was then divided into three sentences, as indicated by square brackets.
(5) There's a ledge on the right and Triangle Man is floating in the water on the left. In order to establish reliability of the identification and segmentation of sentences, twenty percent of the data were independently processed by a second coder who was either a fluent or native speaker of the relevant language. For each clip, the second coder identified the stretch of discourse describing the target event and segmented it into sentences. The percentages of the original coder's sentences with which the second coder agreed in terms of identification and segmentation of target event sentences were as follows: for English, 92% and for Turkish, 88%.
Speech Coding
Each sentence was coded by native speakers of the relevant language as one of four categories according to the structural patterns of information packaging in speech relating to manner and path. In this coding, manner refers to the secondary movement (rotation along different axes, or jumping) of the figure that co-occurs with the translational movement in the target events. Path refers to the directionality or trajectory specifications for the translational movement. Some sentences included only one of the motion elements such as manner or path. The first category, "Manner-only, " denotes use of only a manner element in the sentence (i.e., no path). Sentences coded as Manner-only in English include simple manner verbs (6a), manner verbs with or without some further description of the manner, and phrases which describe the manner without a manner verb (6b).
(6) a. And then tumbles head over heels.
b. And does a little couple of rounds.
Turkish Manner-only sentences include constructions similar to the English ones shown in (6a), but nothing like that in (6b). The next category, "Path-only, " indicates use of only a path element (i.e. no manner) in the sentence. In English, sentences coded as Path-only include the light path verb go followed by directional path particles or adpositional phrases (7a), or other path verbs optionally followed by directional path particles or adpositional phrases (7b).
(7) a. He goes up a hill.
b. It fell.
In Turkish, sentences coded as Path-only include light path verbs (come and go) as in (8a) and other path verbs as in (8b), both with optional postpositional phrases that include spatial nouns specifying the source or the goal of the path.
(8) a. Aşağı-ya gel-iyor. downness-Dative come-Present '(He/she/it) comes down. ' b. Sonra yukarı çık-tı.
then upness ascend-Past 'Then (he/she/it) ascended (to) the upness. '
For sentences in which both manner and path were mentioned, two coding categories were distinguished. The category "Tight" denotes a tight packaging of both manner and path in one sentence, that is, a unit involving one verb and one closely associated non-verbal phrase. Sentences coded as Tight differ somewhat across languages. English Tight sentences include manner verbs followed by directional path particles or prepositional phrases (9a), and phrases describing manner followed by a directional path particle or prepositional phrase (9b).
(9) a. He rolled up the hill. b. And he did his little two-step down the hill.
Tight sentences also occur in Turkish, although they were rarely used. A typical example of this includes a manner verb with a postpositional directional path phrase, but crucially no path verb (10).
(10) Domates adam aşağı yuvarlan-ıyor tepe-den. tomato man downness roll-Present hill-Ablative 'Tomato Man rolls down the hill. '
The second category of sentences in which both manner and path were mentioned is labeled "Semi-tight. " This code denotes a semi-tight packaging of manner and path in one sentence, with each of these expressed by a separate verbal element, one subordinated to the other. In English, the subordinated form can be either a fully tensed verb (11a) or a progressive participle functioning as an adverbial (11b).
(11) a. He spins in circles while he's going down.
b. Triangle Man ascends the hill twirling.
In Semi-tight constructions in Turkish, the manner verb is subordinated to the main path verb with the use of a connective -mostly -arak as in (12a), and very rarely -ip. Another possibility is to use a reduplicated manner verb functioning as an adverbial and subordinated to the main path verb, as in (12b).
(12) a. Domates adam yuvarlan-arak yokuş-u in-di. tomato man roll-Connective hill-Accusative descend-Past 'Tomato man descended the hill while rolling. ' b. Űçgen dőne-dőne çık-tı. triangle turning-turning ascend-Past 'Triangle ascended turning turning. '
Finally, sentences which included more than one type of packaging of manner and path were coded for each relevant type. For example, the sentence in (13) was coded as both Path-only and Tight.
(13) When he went down, he was spinning down.
In order to establish reliability of the coding, twenty percent of the data were independently processed by a second coder who was either a fluent or native speaker of the relevant language. The second coder judged the category type (i.e., Manner-only, Path-only, Tight, Semi-tight) for each sentence that had been segmented and transcribed by the original coder. The agreement between coders for this judgment was as follows: for English: 93%, and for Turkish: 91%.
Gesture transcription
We transcribed gestures that occurred concurrent with sentences in the target event descriptions that contained manner and/or path. The stroke phase of gestures (Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992) was isolated by frame by frame video analysis, according to the procedure detailed in Kita, van Gijn, and van der Hulst (1998) . We excluded gestures that overlapped with more than one utterance type (e.g., Tight and Path only) or non target-event utterances (see speech transcription above).
Gesture coding
Gestures that encoded the manner and/or path of the target event were called target-event gestures. They were classified into five types: Manner, Path, Conflated, Combined or Unclear. Manner gestures encoded manner of motion (e.g., a repetitive up and down movement of the hand to represent jumping) without encoding path. Path gestures expressed change of location without encoding manner. Conflated gestures expressed both manner and path at the same time all throughout the stroke (e.g., repetitive up and down movements superimposed on diagonal downward change of location of the hand, representing jumping down the slope). Combined gestures were two-handed gestures, in which each hand was a different type (e.g., one hand was Manner, the other hand was Conflated). Finally some gestures were coded as Unclear either because they were hard to segment, hard to categorize for any of the two categories above or were unclear with regard to whether they were representational gestures or just self-adaptors.
For purposes of clarity we excluded gestures that were Combined or Unclear from the analysis. We also excluded the few gestures that included the use of body to represent change of location or manner (e.g., trying to show rotation using mainly head, shoulders and arms) since these representations bias towards Manner only and thus do not allow comparison for the frequency of the use of Conflated gestures.
In order to establish reliability of the identification and segmentation of target-event gestures, twenty percent of the data was independently processed by a second coder. For each clip, the second coder identified target-event gestures in the discourse, and segmented the stroke phase of the gestures. 81% of the original coder's gesture strokes (N = 108) had an overlap with a gesture stroke identified and segmented by the second coder. Among these gestures, the discrepancy between the two coders was on average 1.72 frames (SD = 2.02) (1 frame = 33.3ms) at the beginning of the stroke and 2.54 frames (SD = 4.74) at the end. Among the gesture strokes that were identified by both coders, 90% of the original coder's strokes overlapped with a stroke coded by the second coder coded with the discrepancy of 5 video frames (167ms) or less at the beginning and the end of the stroke.
Furthermore, in order to establish reliability of the gesture type classification, the second coder judged the gesture type (i.e., Manner, Path, Conflated, etc.) for each target-event gesture stroke that had been identified and segmented by the original coder. The agreement between coders was 89% for the gesture type.
Results
Speech
Since our main investigation is to see whether gestural representations of the same events differ with different syntactic constructions across languages and how, first we analyzed the differences in speech between the languages. First, we investigated to what extent speakers of different languages were more likely to mention only one of the elements (i.e., either path or manner) in their sentences about the target events. Secondly, we focused on only those sentences in which both manner and path were expressed and compared the type of syntactic packaging (i.e., Tight or Semi-tight) that each group of participants used in their descriptions.
Inclusion of manner and/or path across languages: The first analysis showed that the proportion of sentences that included both types of information (i.e., path and manner) was similar across languages; English, M = 0.62, SD = 0.16, and Turkish, M = 0.65, SD = 0.19. In the rest of the sentences either Path or Manner was omitted. To compare whether languages differed in terms of using Path-only or Manner-only sentences, a 2*2 repeated measures ANOVA with language type (Turkish and English) as the between subjects variable and information type (Manner-only or Path-only) as the within subjects variable was conducted. There was a main effect of information type (F (1,38) = 50.991; p < 0.001), but no interaction with language. This showed that both Turkish and English speakers used a similar amount of Path-only or Manner-only sentences (see Table 1 ). However, all speakers preferred Path-only sentences to Manneronly sentences, regardless of the language they were speaking, as evidenced by the main effect.
Differences in syntactic packaging between the languages: In the next analysis the proportion of sentences in which both manner and path are expressed were compared in terms of the type of syntactic packaging preferred in each of the two languages. A 2*2 repeated measures ANOVA with language (Turkish versus English) as the between subjects variable and syntactic packaging type (Tight versus Semi-tight) as the within subjects variable revealed an interaction between language and syntactic type (F (1,38) = 269.69, p < 0.001). As expected from the typological differences, further Bonferroni adjusted t tests revealed that English speakers used more Tight syntactic packaging than Turkish speakers (t (38) = -13.4, p < 0.001) and Turkish speakers used more Semi-tight packaging than English speakers (t (38) = 11.76, p < 0.001) (see Table 1 ). To summarize, the speech analysis showed that the speakers' choices of focusing on one element of the event was similar across the languages. However, when they expressed both components, English and Turkish speakers used different syntactic framing for expressing event components. Next we investigated how gestural representations co-occurred with these different linguistic choices.
Gesture
In the gesture analysis, we first looked at how gestures represented information when either the path or the manner element was omitted from the sentence. Secondly, we analyzed whether the differences in syntactic packaging of information influenced the information packaging of information in gesture when both manner and path were expressed in speech.
All the analyses were conducted on the proportions of gesture types out of all the gestures that co-occurred temporally with different sentence types (e.g., Path-only, Manner-only, Tight, Semi-tight etc.) for each subject.
Relations between the informational content of gestures and speech: One crucial question is when speakers express only one piece of information in their sentences (i.e., in Manner-only and Path-only sentences), what does the content of their gestures look like? Do they compensate for the omission of information in speech or do they also omit that same information in gestures? To investigate this question, we analyzed the type of gestures that accompanied Manner-only and Path-only sentences.
Gestures in the context of Path-only sentences: In this analysis, only gestures that accompanied Path-only sentences were included. Each subject had to contribute with at least 5 gestures for his/her data to be included in this analysis to have enough variance for the statistical comparisons. A total of 11 English and 7 Turkish speakers were included in the analysis. The proportions of each type of gesture out of all the gestures that occurred during Path-only sentences were calculated (see Figure 2) . A 2*3 repeated measures ANOVA with language as the between subjects variable and gesture type (Manner, Path or Conflated) as the within subjects variable revealed only an effect of gesture type (F (2,32) = 217.07; p < 0.001). That is, speakers of English and Turkish did not differ in terms of the type of gesture they preferred when they expressed only path information in speech. Further Bonferroni adjusted t tests among the gesture types revealed that speakers of both languages preferred Path over Manner (t (17) = -18.7, p < 0.001) or Conflated gestures (t (17) = -14.07, p < 0.001) when they expressed only path information in their speech.
Gestures in the context of Manner-only sentences: In this analysis, only gestures that accompanied Manner-only sentences were included. Due to the fact that there were many fewer Manner-only sentences, each subject had to contribute at least 3 gestures to be included in this analysis. A total of 8 English speakers and 4 Turkish speakers were included in the analysis. A 2*3 repeated measures ANOVA with language as the between subjects variable and gesture type (Manner, Path or Conflated) as the within subject variable revealed only an effect of gesture type (F (2,20) = 4.58; p < 0.05). That is, speakers of English and Turkish did not differ in terms of the type of gesture they preferred when they expressed only manner information in speech. Further Bonferroni adjusted t tests among the gestures types revealed that speakers of both languages used more Manner (t (11) = 3.40; p < 0.01) and Conflated (t (11) = 2.79; p < 0.05) gestures than Path gestures when they expressed only manner information in their sentences (see Figure 3) .
In sum, the analysis showed that the information expressed both in gesture and speech showed strong parallels regardless of the language spoken. That is, when speakers of both languages expressed only path in their speech they were more likely to use Path gestures. Likewise when they expressed only manner in their speech, they included gestures that contained manner (both Manner and Conflated gestures), but crucially not Path gestures that would mismatch, or compensate the informational content of the utterance.
Gestures accompanying different syntactic packaging of manner and path information: In this analysis, only gestures that accompanied Tight sentences in the English sample and Semi-tight sentences in the Turkish sample were included. Each subject had to contribute at least 5 gestures to be included in this analysis. A total of 18 English speakers and 20 Turkish speakers were included in the analysis. A 2*3 repeated measures ANOVA with language (Turkish and English) as the between subjects variable and the gesture type (Manner, Path or Conflated) as the within subject variable revealed interaction between the two factors (F (2,72) = 19.33; p < 0.001). Bonferroni adjusted t tests showed that English speakers used more Conflated gestures than Turkish speakers (t (36) = 5.55; p < 0.001). On the other hand Turkish speakers used more Manner (t (36) = -3.14; p < 0. 05) and Path (t (36) = -3.4, p < 0.05) gestures than English speakers (see Figure 4 ). This analysis shows that in addition to the informational content, syntactic packaging of information also influences the type of gestural representations. Temporal synchrony of information between gestures and speech: In the final analysis we investigated the tight temporal synchrony between the types of gestures and element of speech they co-occurred with in the sentence. If gestures are influenced by the online conceptualization of events during online syntactic and semantic encoding, we expect them also to be tightly synchronized with the speech segment they co-occur with. We tested this hypothesis with Manner and Path gestures since Conflated gestures could overlap with speech that could express both manner and path. We calculated the proportion of Path gestures that co-occurred with path speech (i.e., with path verbs, path particles, and prepositional phrases). Note that path gestures were not included in the "path matching" category if they co-occurred exclusively with manner speech, expression of figure (e.g., tomato man) or discourse markers, thus without overlapping with any path speech. Here, if any part of the stroke phase of the Path gesture overlapped with the relevant path speech, we considered it as synchronous. Likewise, the proportion of manner gestures that overlapped with manner speech (i.e., manner verbs, manner elaborations) were calculated. The percentage of Path gestures that co-occurred with path speech was 82% for Turkish and 75% for English. For Manner gestures, the co-occurrence rates with manner speech were 86% for Turkish and 65% for English. That is, for both languages, a majority of Path and Manner gestures overlapped with immediately relevant speech. Chi square tests conducted on the number of manner gestures (X 2 = 2,00 df = 1, p = 0.15) and path gestures (X 2 = 2,00 df = 1, p = 0.16) that overlapped with relevant speech did not reveal significant differences between the languages in this respect. That is, in both languages, gestures overlapped with the speech that they semantically coordinate with to a similar extent.
Conclusion and Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether and how the linguistic framing of events influences gestural representations of the same events during online speaking. We attempted to go beyond the few studies that have investigated this question by providing data from a large sample, comparing two typologically different languages, English and Turkish, which use different linguistic framing for motion events (i.e., satellite-framed versus verb-framed). We also conducted tight semantic as well as temporal analyses for a large sample of gesture and speech pairs depicting various motion events from speakers of the two languages.
The results showed that in cases where there are differences in the semantic and syntactic encoding of motion event elements, gestural representations vary in ways that fit the language specific encoding differences. This was illustrated by the differences in gesture types between Turkish and English speakers' gestures that overlap with Tight versus Semi-tight speech. Specifically when speakers used one verbal clause they preferred to use one gesture that expressed both elements and when they used two verbal clauses, they were more likely to use separate gestures for manner and path. These results support previous findings (Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek & Kita, 1999) , extending their generalizability to various motion event types and also providing further evidence from temporal synchrony analysis.
However, in cases where there were no language specific differences, that is, in terms of the use of Manner-only and the Path-only sentences, the gesture patterns of the speakers of the two languages looked alike. Here gestural information was found to fit the semantic encoding of the event rather than compensate or convey meaning not expressed by speech. This pattern was found to be the same in the two languages. Note that these results are unlike found for Spanish in the McNeill and Duncan (2000) study where manner gestures were found to compensate for the omission of manner content in speech. It would be revealing if a similar large scale study were conducted between Spanish and English to investigate the information coordination between speech and gesture.
The differences in the distributions of gesture types in different sentence contexts (i.e., Figures 2, 3, and 4 ) reveal that the differences in gesture types across languages found both in the current study as well as in Kita & Özyürek (2003) can not be explained merely due to cultural factors. Namely, it is not the case that Turkish speakers have a general preference for Manner and Path gestures but not for Conflated gestures compared to English speakers, regardless of the content of the concurrent speech. Rather, they show that gestural differences between English and Turkish speakers (Figure 4 ) could be directly attributed to the online choice of different semantic and syntactic encoding patterns, since gestural differences wash out when both Turkish and English speakers choose to express either only path or only manner in their speech.
Finally, the temporal synchrony analysis is in line with the rest of the findings in the sense that the information coordination between the two modalities is also reflected in the temporal synchrony of semantic information in the two channels regardless of the language spoken (McNeill, 1992) . However, it is important to note that in both languages, non-typical alignments were also observed in around 25% of the cases. Further research is necessary to investigate the nature of such combinations, what they reveal, and whether they show different distributions across languages.
Further analysis is also needed to investigate how the discourse level encoding of information interacts with the analyses we have provided here. It is possible that the gestural coordination of information might be further sensitive to whether the manner and/or path information was new or old in discourse as shown in the McNeill and Duncan's (2000) analysis.
Overall, the findings of this study show that even though there are differences in the way gestures encode same events across languages, this can be explained by one and similar process underlying speech and gesture production in speakers of different languages. That is, during online speaking gestural and linguistic representations interact in such a way that gestures reflect the underlying online conceptualization that fits appropriate semantic and syntactic encoding of events. In this paper we attempted to unpack the nature of this multi-modal semantic information coordination at the sentence level and found it to be similar across speakers of different languages, at least for the two typologically different languages we have studied at length.
